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Abstract. Analyses of whole-genome data often re-
veal that some genes have evolutionary histories that
diverge from the majority phylogeny estimated for
the entire genome. We present a probabilistic model
that deals with heterogeneity among gene trees, im-
plement it via the Gibbs sampler, and apply it to the
plastid genome. Plastids and their genomes are
transmitted as a single block without recombination,
hence homogeneity among gene trees within this ge-
nome is expected. Nevertheless, previous work has
revealed clear heterogeneity among plastid genes
(e.g., Delwiche and Palmer 1996). Other studies, us-
ing whole plastid genomes of various algae and land
plants, found little additional heterogeneity (Martin
et al. 1998; Adachi et al. 2000). We augment the
earlier studies by using a data set of 14 taxa: 6 land
plants, 2 green algae, a diatom, 2 red algae and a
cryptophyte, the cyanelle of the glaucocystophyte
Cyanophora, and the blue–green alga Synechocystis
as an outgroup. Contrary to the earlier analyses, we
cannot find even a single, dominant consensus tree.
Therefore, we formulate a probabilistic model that
divides the genes into two sets: those that follow the
consensus tree and those that have independent gene
trees. No particular tree is supported by more than
three-fourths of the genes. But the set of genes that
follows a certain tree is fairly independent of data
processing and the method of analysis. With one

possible exception, we find no evidence for collinear
or functionally related genes to follow similar trees.
The phylogenetic pattern also seems independent of
bias in amino acid composition. Among possible ex-
planations for the observed phenomenon, the hy-
pothesis that different genes have different covarion
structures is difficult to assess. But gene duplication
may be possible through the inverted or direct repeat
regions, while horizontal gene transfer seems less
likely. In contrast to green algae and land plants,
inverted repeat regions in red algae and in Cyano-
phora show abundant differences among the copies.
Thus, genes may get duplicated when they are re-
cruited into the inverted repeat region and one of the
two copies may be lost after leaving the inverted
repeat region.

Key words: Chloroplast — Phylogeny — Gene
duplication — Probabilistic model — Gibbs sam-
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Introduction1

The comparative analysis of whole-genome sequence
data is emerging as a major scientific enterprise. For
example, much is being revealed about the minimal
gene content of various eubacterial lineages through
comparative analyses (Doolittle, 1999; Ochman and
Moran 2001). Moreover, the comparative analysis of
whole genomes provides the most complete infor-
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mation on organismic history and it reveals the evo-
lutionary pathways followed by the various genes
that comprise a genome. Often gene histories are
highly divergent within a genome, such that the no-
tion of an organismic lineage may be rendered
meaningless, because early prokaryotic genomes
represent a composite of genes with different histories
(Doolittle 1999). Likewise gene trees estimated from
the eukaryotic lineage that led to algae and land
plants may be heterogeneous because of the assimi-
lation of genes with a prokaryotic origin into the
eukaryotic genome.
Inference of gene phylogenies provides a powerful

tool for the identification of genes with divergent
histories. But given a choice of divergent phylogenies,
what methods are available for choosing a consensus
tree? How are minority trees best evaluated? and
How many separate evolutionary pathways are rep-
resented within a genome? In this article we seek to
address these questions by presenting a probabilistic
model that partitions gene histories into consensus
and minority trees and calculates the probability that
particular genes conform to various trees. We use the
plastid genome as a model because a number of
complete sequences are available and because of its
relatively small and compact structure.
The evolutionary origins of the plastid genome are

well established. According to the now well-accepted
serial endosymbiosis theory (e.g., Melkonian, 1996),
eukaryotic hosts phagocytized and retained formerly
photosynthesizing prokaryotes. Subsequently, these
prokaryotic endocytobionts underwent genetic re-
duction involving transfer of some chloroplast genes
to the eukaryotic nucleus and loss of others and were
transformed into plastids. Most likely, there was a
single primary endocytobiosis event, i.e., all plastids
are a monophyletic group derived from a single free-
living blue–green alga. There is, however, ample evi-
dence for secondary endocytobiosis, where a eu-
karyotic host took up a eukaryotic alga. The primary
endocytobiosis event must have been ancient, as
fossils of red algae have been found in strata that date
to about 1200 MYA (Butterfield 2000). Most multi-
cellular algae (e.g., brown and green algae) were
abundant 1000 MYA (Knoll 2000). This means that
the secondary endocytobiosis that gave rise to the
brown (stramenopile) algal plastid must have oc-
curred before 1000 MYA.
In their eukaryotic hosts, plastids are inherited as a

unit without recombination, such that all genes in the
chloroplasts should have the same phylogeny. De-
spite this complete linkage in transmission, hetero-
geneity among genes in estimated phylogenies is
commonly observed (see below). There are several
reasons to expect such heterogeneity. First, with such
ancient divergence times, saturation of changes may
compromise the phylogenetic signal. Second, hori-

zontal gene transfer (HGT) or gene duplication and
subsequent loss, i.e., paralogy, may lead to inconsis-
tency in gene phylogenies. While HGT and paralogy
are quite different phenomena, they produce similar
deviations from a common phylogenetic history in a
phylogenetic analysis (e.g., Eisen, 2000). Finally,
varying patterns of codon utilization and other se-
lective regimes can lead to large deviations among
genes when accumulated over such long periods of
time. Lockhart et al. (1998) discuss this phenomenon
under the term ‘‘covarion structure of genes’’.
Hence phylogeny needs to be reconstructed care-

fully to separate signal from noise. Quality of re-
construction is affected by phylogenetic analysis tools
(see Materials and Methods). Increased resolution
also comes from addition of taxa or of genes or of
both. Insufficient taxon sampling is often cited as a
major source of error in phylogenetic analysis. A re-
cent computer simulation study, however, shows in-
creasing sequence information to improve phylogeny
reconstruction more efficiently than increasing the
number of taxa sampled (Rosenberg and Kumar
2001).
For some genes, sequence information from many

taxa is available. Thus, a phylogenetic analysis of the
rbcL gene indicated that the rbcL genes of red and
brown algae are more closely related to each other
and to some a- and b-proteobacteria than to blue–
green algae and the other chloroplasts used in that
study (Delwiche and Palmer 1996). Martin and
Schnarrenberger (1997) explained this phylogenetic
pattern of rbcL by functional redundancy of the gene
in the prokaryotic ancestors of chloroplasts and
subsequent loss during the reduction to the plastid
genome, i.e., by paralogy. In an analysis of the secA
gene, Valentin (1997) found a similarly deep split
between red and brown algae and land-plant chlo-
roplasts and argued therefore for a polyphyletic ori-
gin of chloroplasts. In a reanalysis of the same data,
Barbrook et al. (1998) found the support for poly-
phyly of the chloroplasts decreasing if unequal AT
content was accounted for by LogDet transformation
of distances (Lockhart et al. 1994).
For some organisms, all chloroplast sequence in-

formation is available. Larger-scale phylogenetic
analyses using all information from chloroplast pro-
tein encoding genes (Martin et al. 1998; Adachi et al.
2000) of land plants, Euglena, a red alga and a dia-
tom, the cyanelle of Cyanophora, and Synechocystis
as an outgroup found little evidence for HGT or
paralogy. In the first of these studies (Martin et al.
1998), a single consensus tree was identified using a
wide array of data processing and phylogenetic
methods. The most likely gene trees were identical to
the consensus tree or at least did not reject it. Only
the fast-evolving rpoB, rpoC1, and rpoC2 genes as
well as rps8 rejected the consensus tree at the 0.95
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significance level. Lockhart et al. (1999) challenged
these results, claiming that the placement of Odon-
tella with Porphyra may be the result of a shared bias
in amino acid composition. In a careful reanalysis of
the same data without rbcL (Adachi et al. 2000), four
possible consensus trees instead of just one were
found. One of these trees (Tree 2), which separates
Odontella from Porphyra, received little support;
the other three differed only in the position of where
the outgroup Synechocystis joins the ingroup, i.e.,
in the position of the root of the chloroplast phy-
logeny. No attempt was made to detect HGT or
paralogy in the second analysis.
Shared gene arrangements provide independent

evidence for phylogenetic relationships. The conser-
vation of gene arrangements is striking in the chlo-
roplasts of the cryptophyte Guillardia and the red alga
Porphyra, suggesting a close phylogenetic relationship
between these two chloroplasts (Douglas and Penny
1999). Both also share many arrangements with the
red alga Cyanidium (Glöckner et al. 2000) and, to a
lesser degree, with the diatom Odontella (Turmel et al.
1999). These shared arrangements are indicative of
monophyly of these four taxa and thus independently
validate the study of Adachi et al. (2000).
In this study, we augment the chloroplast genome

data set to 14 taxa: 6 land plants (Oryza sativa, Zea
mays, Nicotiana tabacum, Arabidopsis thaliana, Pinus
thunbergii, Marchantia polymorpha), 2 green algae
(Nephroselmis olivacea, Chlorella vulgaris), a diatom
(Odontella sinensis), 2 red algae (Cyanidium caldar-
ium, Porphyra purpurea), the cryptophyte Guillardia
theta, the cyanelle of the glaucocystophyte Cyano-
phora paradoxa, and the homologous genes of the
blue–green alga Synechocystis sp. as an outgroup. A
set of 48 genes was shared among these taxa. But we
include neither Euglena gracilis nor nonphotosyn-
thesizing taxa with plastids because that would have
reduced the number of genes available. Furthermore,
Euglena has some rather unusual genetic character-
istics, such as introns and differences in codon usage
(Morton 1998) and amino acid composition (Adachi
et al. 2000). This increase in number of both taxa and
genes should increase accuracy in phylogenetic re-
construction.
Our primary goal is to identify congruence or in-

congruence among genes in their phylogenetic pat-
tern, rather than to infer a ‘‘best’’ phylogeny.
Specifically, we identify subsets of genes exhibiting
the same phylogeny (or set of phylogenies), as op-
posed to others exhibiting varying phylogenies. To
this end, we introduce a probabilistic model to infer
the (approximate) posterior probability of consensus
trees and the probability of the different genes to
conform to the consensus tree or to different trees.
The model is implemented via a Gibbs sampler (Ca-
sella and George 1992; Gelman et al. 1995).

Materials and Methods

We used the complete cpDNA sequences of the land plants Oryza

sativa (NCBI database accession number NC 001320), Zea mays

(NC 001666), Nicotiana tabacum (NC 001879), Arabidopsis thaliana

(NC 000932), Pinus thunbergii (NC 001631), Marchantia polymor-

pha (NC 001319), the two green algae Nephroselmis olivacea (NC

000927) and Chlorella vulgaris (NC 001865), the diatom Odontella

sinensis (NC 001713), the three red algae Cyanidium caldarium (NC

001840), Porphyra purpurea (NC 000925), and Guillardia theta (NC

002752), the cyanelle of Cyanophora paradoxa (NC 001675), and

the homologous genes of the blue–green alga Synechocystis

PCC6803 (NC 000911) (see Table 1 for abbreviations.) The genes

used, with the numbers of amino acid sites in the alignment in

parenthesis, are atpA (504), atpB (501), atpE (171), atpF (191),

atpH (82), ccsA (350), petA (347), petB (234), petD (180), psaA

(754), psaB (738). psaC (82), psaJ (45), psbA (360), psbB (509), psbC

(487), psbD (353), psbE (84), psbF (44), psbH (82), psbI (54), psbJ

(42), psbK (98), psbL (39), psbN (44), psbT (35), rbcL (497), rpl2

(296), rpl14 (124), rpl16 (143), rpl20 (128), rpl36 (48), rpoA (529),

rpoB (1654), rpoC1 (1091), rpoC2 (1929), rps2 (279), rps3 (239),

rps4 (212), rps7 (154), rps8 (140), rps11 (147), rps12 (126), rps14

(103), rps18 (173), rps19 (94), ycf4 (195), and ycf9 (110).

Alignments were performed with Clustal W (Thompson et al.

1994) and written into MOLPHY and PHYLIP format with scripts

bundled with MOLPHY (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996). Only the

four RNA polymerase genes (rpoA, rpoB, rpoC1, rpoC2) and ccsA

showed alignments with many gaps.

The number of trees increases very rapidly with the number of

taxa. We therefore fixed the uncontentious phylogenetic relation-

ship between the green algae and the land plants to ((nep,chl),

(mar,(pin,((ory,zea),(nic,ara))))) and refer to this group as the

‘‘greens.’’ That left seven taxa in the analysis (syn, cyp, cyc, gui,

por, odo, and the greens), resulting in 945 unrooted trees. To speed

up some of the analyses, we reduced this number further by pos-

iting that the red algal lineage (gui,por,odo,cyn) is monophyletic;

that left 45 unrooted trees.

Log-likelihoods were calculated with two programs, for all 945

trees with ‘‘protml’’ (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996) and for the re-

duced set of 45 trees with ‘‘aaml’’ (Yang 1997). For both programs

we used the JTT-F model (Jones et al. 1992), where amino acid

frequencies are adjusted to those under analysis. As demonstrated

previously (Adachi et al. 2000), evolutionary rates of amino acid

sites are variable within the 48 genes. In the program ‘‘protml,’’ no

adjustment is made for variability of evolutionary rates of sites

within a gene. In the program ‘‘aaml,’’ we selected a model with a

G-distribution of site rates with eight categories. Considering speed,

Table 1. Abbreviations of taxa

Species name Abbreviation

Oryza sativa ory

Zea mays zea

Nicotiana tabacum nic

Arabidopsis thaliana ara

Pinus thunbergii pin

Marchantia polymorpha mar

Nephroselmis olivacea nep

Chlorella vulqaris chl

Odontella sinensis odo

Cyanidium caldarium cyc

Porphyra purpurea por

Guillardia theta gui

Cyanophora paradoxa cyp

Synechocystis sp. syn
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we performed the aaml analyses on the subset of 45 trees. Unfor-

tunately, we could obtain RELL bootstrap proportions with aaml

only for the shorter genes.

To eliminate part of the site heterogeneity, we processed the

data in the following way: we used the Waddell et al. (1999) cap-

ture–recapture method to eliminate an excess of invariant sites

using the land plants as the monophyletic group. This procedure

removed 22% of all sites. Subsequently, sites that varied or required

sequence gaps within the land plants, a monophyletic subset of the

data with a relatively low proportion of total sequence variation,

were eliminated. By this procedure all six land plants were reduced

to a single taxon and only 5404 slowly evolving sites remained in

the data set. For comparison, we also performed many analyses on

data sets with all variable sites (but after removal of the excess

invariant sites). The results of the maximum-likelihood single-locus

analyses with protml (or aaml) were matrices {lg,t}, with 1 £ g £ 48
and 1 £ t £ 945 (or 1 £ t £ 45, respectively).

As discussed above, paralogy is quite likely for rbcL. We per-

formed many analyses with and without this gene. We note that

other genes may also show paralogy but have not been analyzed in

sufficient detail or are too short to be informatively analyzed.

Furthermore, the probabilistic model below should take paralogy

into account.

Phylogenetic inference may be compromised by bias in amino

acid composition. Since we concentrate mainly on differences be-

tween genes, we use the following metric, denoted rf, to rank the

genes according to their conformity with the average: for a con-

catenation of all genes as well as for each gene separately, we

calculated the F matrices (Lockhart et al. 1994) for each pair of

taxa. The F matrices were normalized to sum to 1. For each gene,

sums of the products of each entry in the gene’s F matrix with that

of the concatenated F matrix were calculated and summed for all

pairwise comparisons of taxa. Genes that are similar to the average

will have a high value of the metric.

Consensus trees were calculated using five methods: (i) all genes

were concatenated, the maximum log-likelihoods of all 945 trees

were evaluated, and RELL bootstrap analysis (Adachi and Ha-

segawa 1996) was performed with protml; (ii) the same procedure

as in i was used but only 45 trees were analyzed with aaml using the

discrete G option; (iii) the same procedure as in i was used but rbcL
was left out of the analysis; (iv) the best 20 trees in analysis i were

reanalyzed with parsimony criteria using the program ‘‘protpars’’

in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1993); and (v) the maximum log-likeli-

hoods were calculated independently for all 48 genes and summed

subsequently.

A Probabilistic Model for Estimation of the Consensus Tree. To

examine the heterogeneity among trees, and the tendency of indi-

vidual gene trees to conform to the consensus, we employed a

probabilistic model that aims to obtain the posterior probability of

a tree being the consensus tree and the probability of each gene to

follow the consensus tree or its own unique tree. The model is based

on three conditional probabilities. The genes are divided into two

sets, those that follow the current consensus tree and those that do

not. Conditional on the number of genes that follow the consensus

tree, we calculate the probability of an arbitrary gene to follow the

consensus tree prior to observing its data. Conditional on the data,

the current consensus tree, and the prior probability of genes to

follow it, we calculate a new phylogeny for all the genes. Condi-

tional on the set of genes that share the phylogenetic history, we

calculate a new consensus tree. Cycling through these three steps

gives the posterior distribution of the consensus tree and the

probability of genes to follow it or to have a different gene tree (key

mathematical symbols are listed in Table 2).

Let Yg be the aligned data set for the gth gene. Let the 945 trees

be indexed by t. For our calculations we need the posterior prob-

ability of each tree t given the information from each gene Yg, i.e.,

Pr(t|Yg); this is proportional to the likelihood Pr(Yg|t). These

probabilities are difficult to estimate and we use two approxima-

tions, which are both valid for large samples N (in our case for long

sequences): the maximum likelihood (ML) Lg,t = exp(lg,t) is

approximately proportional to the likelihood, i.e., Pr(Yg|t) »
constÆLg,t, where const is a constant; and the bootstrap proportion
(BP) of tree t is approximately equal to the tree’s posterior prob-

ability: BPg,t » Pr(t|Yg).
For our data, the ranking of trees provided by the two estimates

was very similar, but the ML estimator showed bigger differences in

probability between trees compared to the BP estimator. This trend

seems to hold also for other data (Table 2 of Shimodeira and

Hasegawa [1999]). Since our goal is to detect differences among

genes, the BP estimator is more conservative and thus probably

more appropriate than the likelihood estimator.

Let the variable c be the current consensus tree and let the

characteristic vector c = {ct}, with 1 £ t £ 945, be defined such

that ct = 1 if t = c and ct = 0 otherwise. Some genes follow the

consensus tree, while others have their own associated phylogenetic

tree. Let the characteristic matrix s = {sg,t}, with 1 £ g £ 48 and
1 £ t £ 945, be defined such that sg,t = 1 if the gth gene follows the

tth tree and sg,t = 0 otherwise. Partition the genes into two sets,

those for which sg,c = 1 and those for which sg,c = 0, i.e., the set

of genes that follows the consensus tree and the set that does not.

Furthermore, let p be the probability that an arbitrary gene will

follow the consensus tree prior to having observed its data.

The probabilistic model is specified by three conditional dis-

tributions for the vector c, the matrix s, and p. The three condi-
tional distributions uniquely specify the joint posterior distribution

of the three variables, if such a distribution exists (Casella and

George 1992).

The first conditional distribution is that of c, a multinomial
generalization of the Bernoulli distribution. Let zg be an indicator

variable that takes the value of 1 if the gth gene is currently fol-

lowing the consensus tree and 0 otherwise. With uninformative

priors, the ‘‘probability’’ of tree t (denoted pt) being selected as the

next consensus tree is determined from the product of the likeli-

hoods for all genes with zg = 1 as follows:

pt ¼
PgPrðtjYgÞzg

RtPgPrðtjYgÞzg
ð1Þ

Table 2. Key mathematical symbols

Symbol Explanation

g Index of the gene

Yg Data of the gth gene

t Index of the tree

lg,t Maximum log-likelihood of the gth gene and tth

tree

Lg,t Maximum likelihood of the gth gene and tth tree

(exp(lg,t))

BP Bootstrap proportion (estimated with RELL

bootstrap)

c Current consensus tree

c A characteristic vector that has an entry of 1 for

the current consensus tree c and entries 0 for

all other trees

s = {sg,t} A characteristic matrix that has entries of 1 if the

gth gene follows the tth tree and sg,t = 0

otherwise

p Probability of an arbitrary gene to follow the

consensus tree prior to observing its data

zg An indicator variable; has an entry of 1 if the gth

gene is currently following the consensus tree

and 0 otherwise
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This is approximated2 either by PgL
zg
g;t=RtPgL

zg
g;t or by

PgBP
zg
g;t=RtPgBP

zg
g;t. Note that selecting a new vector of c is

equivalent to selecting a new consensus tree c.

The second conditional distribution is that of the probability

that an arbitrary gene will follow the consensus tree p. This con-
ditional distribution depends only on the current number of genes

that follow the consensus tree. This number is binomially distrib-

uted, such that the natural distribution for p is the conjugate dis-
tribution of the binomial, i.e., the b distribution. With a b prior

with a = b = 1 (Gelman et al. 1995), the conditional distribution

of p is

Prðpjz1; . . . ; z48Þ / pðRgzgÞð1� pÞð48�RgzgÞ ð2Þ

The third conditional distribution is that of the matrix sg,t. For

each gene g, the distribution of sg,t depends on the consensus tree c

and p and the data Yg, but is conditionally independent of the other
genes and their data. Let t again index the 945 trees and let c be the

consensus tree. Before observing its data, a gene will follow the

consensus tree with probability p, while with probability (1 – p) 1
of the other 944 trees will be chosen, i.e.,

Prðtjp; cÞ ¼ p
1
944 ð1� pÞ

if
if

t ¼ c
t 6¼ c

�

The functional form of the distribution of each gene sg,t is a Ber-

noulli distribution as in the case of ct. Using Bayes’s rule to com-
bine the ‘‘prior’’ probability Pr(t|p, c) with the likelihood, we

obtain the ‘‘probability’’ of tree t (denoted pg,t):

pg;t ¼ PrðYgjtÞPrðtjp; cÞ=RtPrðYgjtÞPrðtjp; cÞ
� Lg;tPrðtjp; cÞ=RtLg;tPrðtjp; cÞ ð3Þ

From eq. (3), a new set sg,t can be obtained for each gene g.

These three conditional distributions are sufficiently simple that

sampling from them is possible. Hence, the approximate posterior

distribution may be obtained by cyclically and iteratively sampling

from the conditional distributions, i.e., by a Gibbs sampling

scheme (e.g., Casella and George 1992; Gelman et al. 1995).

In our implementation of the Gibbs sampler, the initial condi-

tions are specified as follows: p is sampled with equal probability in
the unit interval. Then the genes are partitioned into two sets, the

set that follows the consensus tree and the set that does not, by

flipping a biased coin with probability p. Conditional on this par-
tition, an initial value for c, i.e., a consensus tree, is drawn. Then
the sg,t are sampled conditional on all c and p. These initial con-
ditions are ‘‘overdispersed,’’ i.e., they are more variable than the

posterior distribution (Gelman et al. 1995).

The speed of convergence of such overdispersed initial con-

ditions to the posterior distribution allows inference of efficiency

of the sampler, such that appropriate numbers of iterations can be

chosen. In our case, it was sufficient to discard the first 100 it-

erations (burn-in), while the next 1000 were treated as samples

from the posterior distribution; this process was repeated 50

times.

Check of the Method. To check our methods, we also per-

formed the above analysis on just the green algae and land plants.

For this reduced data set, phylogeny is known in advance and

paralogy due to differential incorporation into the inverted repeat

region does not compromise the results because of the proofreading

mechanism that homogenizes the two repeats. Furthermore, taxon

sampling is more even than in the whole data set. Hence, we expect

only the covarion structure to lead to deviations from the common

phylogeny. To reduce the data set to a manageable number of taxa,

we left out Nicotiana and Zea, as another dicot or monocot, re-

spectively, is included in the data set. In this case, we did not

eliminate the excessive invariable sites nor did we strip the exces-

sively variable sites.

Results

In the analysis of the concatenation of all genes
(Table 3), we recovered many phylogenetic trees by
RELL bootstrap analysis. All trees, however, support
monophyly of the red/brown algal group (gui, por,
cyc, odo; short reds). Relationships within the reds
are variable, as is the position where the outgroup syn
joins the three major ingroups (greens, reds, and cyp),
i.e., the position of the root. Estimated branch
lengths for the contentious branches are short (e.g.,
Fig. 1a); the exterior branches (leading to leaves)
among the reds are about 10 times longer than the
interior ones and have much smaller standard errors,
with respect to length.
Three of the four analyses support the same most

probable tree (Fig. 1a), which we refer to as Tree 1;
the support is strongest in the analysis without a G
distribution and without stripping of excessively
variable sites (Table 3a). This tree unites the cyanelle
with the green algal group—a relationship that cor-
responds to Tree 3 of Adachi et al. (2000)—while
there are two sister groups within the reds: por–gui
and cyc–odo. Stripping of excessively variable sites
reduces the amount of information in the data.
Probably for this reason, differences in likelihood and

Table 3. Top five rooted chloroplast trees from concatenated

genes—bootstrap proportions using RELL and log-likelihoods

(11): (a, b) without G correction for site rate heterogeneity; (c, d)

with G correction for site rate heterogeneity; (a, c) without stripping
of hypervariable sites; (b, d) with stripping of hypervariable sites

TREE RELL II

a

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.775 0.0

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.076 )30.3
((cyp,greens),((gui,(odo,cyc)),por)) 0.064 )33.3
(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.050 )33.1

b

((cyp,greens),(((gui,odo),por),cyc)) 0.019 )70.4
((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.357 0.0

((cyp,greens),((gui,odo),(cyc,por))) 0.294 )4.3
((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.164 )11.4
((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.081 )19.7
((cyp,greens),(((gui,odo),por),cyc)) 0.032 )24.2

c

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.272 0.0

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.142 )5.6
(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.139 )5.5
((cyp,greens),((gui,odo),(cyc,por))) 0.118 )13.4
(cyp,(greens,((gui,odo),(cyc,por)))) 0.053 )19.9

d

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.191 0.0

((cyp,greens),((gui,odo),(cyc,por))) 0.187 )0.5
((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.182 )0.3
((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.151 )1.2
(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.044 )8.8
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bootstrap proportions among trees are less pro-
nounced with site-stripping (Table 3b), yet the gen-
eral results are similar. The same relationship within
the reds is also favored by the analysis with G cor-
rection of variability among sites but without site-
stripping (Table 3c). With this analysis, however,
support for the sister-group relationship of cyp and
greens is waning; in fact, none of the three possibili-
ties of how syn joins the ingroup is convincingly ex-
cluded. Discrimination between trees is even more
difficult in the analyses with both G correction and
site-stripping (Table 3d): neither relationships within
the reds nor the position of the root is resolved. While
likelihood and RELL bootstrap proportions agree on
the relative ranking of trees, using the likelihood ratio
criterion to discriminate between trees suggests much
more confidence in the best tree than the RELL
bootstrap proportions.
Tree 1 was also the best in an analysis without

rbcL, with and without site-stripping but without the
G correction (data not shown). Parsimony analyses of
stripped and unstripped data, however, favored dif-
ferent trees (data not shown).

Phylogenetic inference may be compromised by
differences among genes in evolutionary rates and
amino acid bias. The former problem can be tackled
with separate analyses of genes and summation of the
likelihoods. Results from this procedure are similar to
that of the concatenation (data not shown). But from
this analysis, it was evident that some genes preferred
very different trees over the consensus tree: e.g., with
atpA, petA, and petB, the bootstrap proportion of all
trees with a sister-group relationship of por–gui and
cyc–odo within the reds combined was way below
0.01. In fact, data from atpA suggest a different
phylogeny within the reds (Fig. 1b). The highly var-
iable RNA polymerases and petB favored paraphy-
letic or polyphyletic grouping of the reds (data not
shown), despite the fact that their extraordinary
length should have provided much information. On
the other hand, petD and psaB favored a sister-group
relationship of por–gui and cyc–odo within the reds.
To address the problem of differential amino acid

bias, we use a metric to quantify the concordance of
amino acid bias of individual genes with that of the
concatenated sequence. Without stripping of exces-
sively variable sites, the RNA polymerases, atpE,
atpF, ccsA, rps11, rps19, and ycf4 are most different
from the concatenation, whereas petB, petD, and
psbA are most similar to the concatenation (Table 4).
With site-stripping, atpF, ccsA, petA, rpl36, rps11,
ycf4, and ycf9 and, only to a lesser degree, the RNA
polymerases are most different from the concatena-
tion, while psbH, psbK, and rps12 are most similar to
the concatenation (Table 4).
With the probabilistic model and Gibbs sampling,

the most selected tree was again the same as the one
selected by concatenation of genes without taking
into account variable rates with the G model (Table
5), although the sister-group relationship between cyp
and the greens is less strongly supported. In accor-
dance with the concatenated analysis, no trees were
recovered that contradicted monophyly of the reds.
With the G correction and analyzing only 45 trees,
different trees are selected: with the full data set, re-
lationships within the reds are resolved differently,
while with site-stripping, relationships among the
major groups ore resolved differently.
The posterior probability that a gene will follow a

certain consensus tree was also evaluated with the
probabilistic model. Conditional on a certain tree be-
ing selected, all methods of data processing (with and
without site-stripping and with and without G correc-
tion) give consistent results. When using the ML esti-
mator of the posterior probability of a tree given the
data, the number of genes following a tree is surpris-
ingly low—less than half of the genes support any
single tree (Tables 6a, b, e, f). When using the RELL
bootstrap proportion estimator, the number of genes
following the consensus tree is higher. Only a few

Fig. 1. (a) The most probable consensus tree and (b) the atpA,

atpF, and atpH tree; both trees rooted with Synechocystis as the

outgroup. The horizontal extent of the branches corresponds to the

branch length.
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genes, e.g., petA, petB, and rpoB, do not follow the
consensus tree in the majority of cases. A higher
number of genes following the consensus seems bio-
logically more plausible than the results with the like-
lihood estimator. There seems to be no correlation of
the posterior probability of a gene to follow the most
selected tree and the gene’s deviation in amino acid bias
from the consensus, e.g., ycf4 and rpoA show a bias
deviating from the concatenation and the former fol-

lows the consensus tree while the latter does not. The
genes petB and petD, which have an amino acid bias
similar to the concatenation and are strictly syntenic
and functionally similar, have very different preference
with respect to the consensus tree. The only trend that
we are able to discern is that genes that have a strongly
deviatingbias aremore sensitive todataprocessing and
method of analysis.
The case of petB and petD, which are syntenic and

similarly functionally constrained yet follow very
different trees, is no exception. We cannot detect a
tendency for syntenic genes and/or similarly func-
tionally constrained genes to follow the same trees
with one possible exception: atpA, atpF, and atpH
seem to follow the same tree (Fig. 1b), although atpF
also follows the most probable consensus tree. This

Table 4. Index for conformity with consensus amino acid bias, rf
(a higher index indicates higher conformity): first column, full data

set; second column, excessively variable sites stripped

Gene rf red.

atpA 2.01 0.93

atpB 1.85 0.87

atpE 1.55 0.78

atpF 1.21 0.51

atpH 2.38 0.94

ccsA 1.31 0.66

petA 1.63 0.66

petB 2.45 1.02

petD 2.59 1.10

psaA 2.29 0.97

psaB 2.16 0.94

psaC 1.95 0.83

psaJ 1.92 0.89

psbA 2.49 1.03

psbB 2.18 0.95

psbC 2.37 0.99

psbD 2.39 1.05

psbE 1.82 0.73

psbF 2.24 0.92

psbH 2.00 1.14

psbI 2.44 1.08

psbJ 2.09 0.78

psbK 2.16 1.18

psbL 1.85 0.80

psbN 1.91 0.81

psbT 2.42 1.02

rbcL 1.19 0.77

rpl2 2.00 0.96

rpl14 1.93 0.95

rpl16 1.53 0.85

rpl20 1.64 0.75

rpl36 1.74 0.62

rpoA 1.49 0.77

rpoB 1.55 0.75

rpoC1 1.43 0.69

rpoC2 1.16 0.67

rps2 1.63 0.86

rps3 2.33 1.11

rps4 1.59 0.71

rps7 1.71 0.87

rps8 1.66 0.80

rps11 1.50 0.69

rps12 1.66 0.92

rps14 1.57 0.72

rps18 1.69 0.70

rps19 1.53 0.72

ycf4 1.42 0.60

ycf9 1.72 0.57

Table 5. Top five rooted chloroplast trees selected by the Gibbs

sampling as scheme—posterior probability (p): (a–d) without G
correction for site rate heterogeneity; (e, f) with G correction for site
rate heterogeneity; (a, c, e) without stripping of hypervariable sites;

(b, d and f ) with stripping of hypervariable sites

Tree

a

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.435

(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.126

((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.089

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.085

(cyp,(greens,(((gui,odo),por),cyc))) 0.051

b

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.240

((cyp,greens),(((gui,odo),por),cyc)) 0.145

((cyp,greens),((gui,odo),(cyc,por))) 0.112

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.098

((cyp,(((gui,odo),por),cyn)),greens) 0.059

c

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.325

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.197

((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.099

(cyp,(greens,(((gui,odo),por),cyc))) 0.065

(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.062

d

((cyp,((gui,por),(odo,cyc))),greens) 0.537

((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.070

(cyp,(greens,(((gui,odo),por),cyc))) 0.068

(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyc)))) 0.051

(cyp,(greens,((gui,odo),(cyc,por)))) 0.070

e

((cyp,greens),(((gui,por),odo),cyn)) 0.318

((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyn,por))),greens) 0.077

(cyp,(greens,((gui,odo),(cyn,por)))) 0.075

(cyp,(greens,((gui,por),(odo,cyn)))) 0.068

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.062

f

((cyp,((gui,odo),(cyc,por))),greens) 0.182

((cyp,greens),(((gui,por),odo),cyc)) 0.089

((cyp,greens),((gui,odo),(cyc,por))) 0.080

((cyp,greens),((gui,por),(odo,cyc))) 0.068

(cyp,(((gui,odo),(cyn,por)),greens)) 0.062
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observation should, however, be confirmed by anal-
ysis of other genes in the same syntenic group that are
left out of this analysis because they are lost or
transferred to the nucleus in the green algae and land
plants.

Check of the Method. The results of the analysis of
only the green algae and land plants contrast very
strongly with those from the full data set: the known

true phylogeny, ((nep,chl),mar,(pin,(ory,ara))), was
recovered as the consensus tree in more than 95% of
the cases. Furthermore, with RELL-bootstrap pro-
portions, all genes supported the consensus tree in
more than 50% of the cases (data not shown). With
posterior probabilities estimated from log likeli-
hoods, recovery of the consensus was again above
95%, and the support of the consensus tree was
higher than 50% for all but two genes.

Table 6. Posterior probability of genes to follow the most probable consensus tree, with and without stripping of hypervariable sites (+ss

and )ss, respectively) and with and without the G model for varying evolutionary rates (+G and )G, respectively), using RELL bootstrap
proportions (R) or maximum likelihood (L) to calculate the posterior probability of trees

Gene )ss)G l +ss) G l )ss)G r +ss)G r )ss+G l +ss+G l

atpA 0.00 0.16 0.42 0.53 0.00 0.00

atpB 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.90 0.01 0.27

atpE 0.13 0.78 0.86 0.89 0.35 0.55

atpF 0.96 0.41 0.97 0.98 0.34 0.29

atpH 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.29 0.00 0.00

ccsA 0.04 0.40 0.25 0.22 0.18 0.45

petA 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.35 0.00 0.00

petB 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.23 0.00 0.00

petD 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.85

psaA 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.63 0.00 0.00

psaB 0.68 0.98 0.51 0.78 0.49 0.88

psaC 0.74 0.84 0.28 0.28 0.71 0.85

psaJ 0.00 0.38 0.24 0.22 0.04 0.56

psbA 0.88 0.87 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.94

psbB 0.00 0.02 0.95 0.94 0.00 0.00

psbC 0.06 0.11 0.81 0.76 0.06 0.07

psbD 0.51 0.96 0.56 0.69 0.23 0.81

psbE 0.25 0.49 0.44 0.58 0.16 0.41

psbF 0.63 0.92 0.41 0.71 0.38 0.65

psbH 0.98 0.00 0.90 0.93 0.40 0.12

psbI 0.94 0.84 0.32 0.30 0.44 0.37

psbJ 0.78 0.38 0.96 0.96 0.14 0.03

psbK 0.39 0.22 0.64 0.71 0.23 0.23

psbL 0.10 0.02 0.30 0.28 0.04 0.03

psbN 0.85 0.65 0.38 0.54 0.55 0.45

psbT 0.41 0.43 0.26 0.25 0.20 0.19

rbcL 0.67 0.90 0.96 0.98 0.51 0.58

rpl12 0.75 0.30 0.68 0.71 0.27 0.21

rpl14 0.97 0.58 0.99 0.99 0.40 0.27

rpll6 0.95 0.97 0.88 0.82 0.25 0.61

rpl20 1.00 0.89 0.98 0.98 0.85 0.79

rpl36 0.39 0.36 0.32 0.29 0.47 0.47

rpoA 0.04 0.00 0.97 0.98 0.16 0.25

rpoB 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.29 0.25 0.27

rpoCl 0.83 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.47 0.66

rpoC2 0.00 0.76 0.90 0.89 0.66 0.55

rps2 0.65 0.72 0.93 0.95 0.12 0.27

rps3 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.82 0.79

rps4 0.65 0.88 0.76 0.83 0.27 0.36

rps7 0.95 0.28 0.96 0.96 0.60 0.47

rps8 0.88 0.08 0.78 0.82 0.62 0.09

rps11 0.35 0.08 0.31 0.28 0.19 0.03

rps12 0.02 0.01 0.25 0.37 0.02 0.05

rps14 0.04 0.06 0.95 0.94 0.07 0.11

rps18 0.99 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.86 0.82

rps19 0.62 0.79 0.91 0.81 0.56 0.70

ycf4 0.88 0.41 0.99 0.99 0.36 0.05

ycf9 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.59 0.49
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Discussion

Gene histories may be divergent within a genome.
Our goal was to identify congruence or incongruence
among gene trees using the plastid genome as an
example. Specifically, we tried to identify subsets of
genes exhibiting the same phylogeny, as opposed to
others exhibiting varying phylogenies.
Information from whole plastid genomes of 14

taxa was used to reconstruct gene trees and a con-
sensus tree and to compare the gene trees. The 14
taxa are 6 land plants, 2 green algae, a diatom, 2
rhodophytes, a cryptophyte, the cyanelle of the
glaucocystophyte Cyanophora, and the blue–green
alga Synechocystis as an outgroup. We used the
noncontentious relationships among the green algae
and the six land plants for data processing (site-
stripping of excessively variable sites using the
method of Waddell et al. [1999]) and to reduce the
data set to seven taxa. We then inferred the likelihood
of 945 trees for each of the 48 protein coding genes
using maximum likelihood methods and bootstrap
proportions.

Is there a Consensus Tree?

From earlier analyses with single genes or small
groups of genes and from anatomical and biochemical
evidence, we would expect a priori that the green algae
and land plants form a monophyletic group and that
the cyanelle of Cyanophora is quite isolated (e.g.,
Martin et al. 1998; Glöckner et al. 2000; Douglas and
Penny 1999). The question of the monophyly of the
two red algae, the cryptophyte, and the diatom is
more contentious (Martin et al. 1998; Lockhart et al.
1999), but gene arrangements and sequence analysis
indicate monophyly (e.g., Martin et al. 1998; Glöck-
ner et al. 2000; Douglas and Penny 1999). On the
other hand, the relationships of the three major
groups of chloroplasts (the red/brown algae, the green
algae/land plants, and the cyanelleCyanophora) to the
outgroup (the blue–green alga Synechocystis) are
contentious. Similarly contentious are the relation-
ships within the red/brown algae, but the similar gene
order suggests a close relationship between Guillardia
and Porphyra (Glöckner et al. 2000; Douglas and
Penny 1999). The relationship of the major groups
was analyzed previously with a slightly smaller data
set (Adachi et al. 2000). This study favored a sister-
group relationship of the red/brown algae and the
green algae/land plants with Cyanophora branching
off first without being able to exclude the other two
possibilities. Hence, our analysis might (i) clarify the
relationships of Odontella, the red algae, and the
cryptophyte, i.e., the relationship within the red/
brown algae, and (ii) the relationship among the ma-

jor groups: the red/brown algae, the green algae, and
the cyanelle.
In a RELL bootstrap analysis, we recovered only

trees that supported monophyly of the following
group: the two red algae, the diatom, and the cryp-
tophyte, i.e., the red/brown algae. But contrary to the
earlier analyses (Martin et al. 1998; Adachi et al.
2000), we cannot find a single, dominant consensus
tree or a set of closely related trees. The most likely
trees differ significantly in the resolution of the rela-
tionships within the red/brown algae and of the re-
lationships between the three major chloroplast
groups and the outgroup. Even if only the relation-
ships of the major groups are considered, we find less
support than Adachi et al. (2000) did for the hy-
pothesis of a sister-group relationship of red algae
and green algae/land plants and that Cyanophora
branches off first. Instead, our analysis favors a sister-
group relationship between Cyanophora and the
green algae/land plants. This difference from Adachi
et al. (2000) seems to be caused exclusively by the
differences in taxa analyzed: with the same taxa as
used by Adachi et al. (2000), we achieve nearly
identical results despite slight differences in data
processing (data not shown). The problem of the
phylogeny of the red/brown algae did not occur in the
Adachi et al. (2000) analysis, as the chloroplasts of
Cyanidium caldarium and Guillardia theta were not
available for their analysis.
In summary, our attempt to reconstruct a con-

sensus tree from the whole data set provides clear
evidence for a monophyletic red/brown algal group
but can neither resolve the phylogeny within this red/
brown algal group nor clarify the basic relationships
of Cyanophora, the red/brown algae, and the green
algae/land plants with the outgroup Synechocystis.
Furthermore, analysis of single genes indicates that
some genes actually reject the consensus tree (boot-
strap proportion <<0.01) and prefer entirely different
trees.

Are the Gene Trees Congruent?

The results from the previous subsection, led us to
abandon the hypothesis that most genes have similar
phylogenetic signals i.e., follow the consensus tree.
Alternative hypotheses include horizontal gene
transfer (HGT), gene duplication and loss (paralogy),
and differences among genes in amino acid bias and/
or covarion structure, i.e., selection. For rbcL, ample
evidence of HGT or paralogy has been compiled
previously (Delwiche and Palmer 1996). Later, Mar-
tin and Schnarrenberger (1997) explained the phylo-
genetic pattern found for rbcL by paralogy. In an
analysis of the secA gene, Valentin (1997) found a
similarly deep split between red and brown algae and
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land-plant chloroplasts and argued on this basis for a
polyphyletic origin of chloroplasts. In a reanalysis of
secA data, Barbrook et al. (1998) found the support
for polyphyly of the chloroplasts decreasing if un-
equal AT content was accounted for by LogDet
transformation of distances (Lockhart et al. 1994).
For the RNA polymerases rpoB, rpoC1, and rpoC2
and possibly for rps8, Martin et al. (1998) found ev-
idence for deviation from the consensus tree. In a
reanalysis of the same data, Lockhart et al. (1999)
found similarly conflicting phylogenetic signals for
rpoB, rpoC1, and rpoC2 and the rest of the genes.
They questioned the phylogenetic signal provided by
the rest of the genes, because taxa that come out
closely related in the analysis (Odontella and Por-
phyra) share similar amino acid biases. On the other
hand, related taxa are also more likely to share amino
acid biases: thus the phylogenetic signal may be
genuine. Furthermore, as noted by Adachi et al.
(2000) and also apparent in the current study, the
RNA polymerases are quite deviant from other genes
in evolutionary rate and amino acid composition.
Genes that have a different phylogenetic signal

hamper estimation of the consensus tree. Excluding
these genes from the analysis should therefore im-
prove estimation of the consensus tree. But, with the
possible exception of rbcL, we do not know a priori
which genes follow the consensus phylogeny and
which exhibit their own phylogenetic signal. There-
fore, we formulate a probabilistic model where we
split the genes into two sets, those that follow the
consensus phylogeny and those that have their own
phylogeny. Membership in these two classes, the
consensus tree, and all phylogenetic trees associated
with independent genes are estimated concurrently
via a Gibbs sampling scheme. Because many con-
sensus trees may be imputed, subsets of genes that
follow the different trees are selected.
In this analysis, the most supported tree is the tree

with the highest RELL bootstrap proportion for the
concatenation of all genes. Data processing and
method of analysis only weakly influence the pos-
terior probability of a particular gene to follow a
particular tree. Rather, the subset of genes selected
conditional on a particular consensus tree is quite
stable.
There is little evidence that genes in conserved

collinear groups or functionally related genes have
similar phylogenetic patterns. For example, petB and
petD are functionally related, in the same collinear
group, and have similar amino acid biases, yet follow
different trees. But possibly the collinear group con-
taining atpA, atpF, and atpH follows the same tree
(Fig. 1b), although atpF and atpH are too short and
uninformative to provide a clear answer at the pres-
ent level of analysis. Exclusion of more distantly re-
lated taxa (green algae and land plants) would

increase the number of genes in that short collinear
stretch and thus increase resolution.
This pattern of incongruence of gene trees with the

whole data set is in striking contrast to the pattern of
congruence when the data set is reduced to the mono-
phyletic group of green algae and land plants (the
greens). Within the greens, better taxon sampling,
closer phylogenetic distances among taxa, and absence
of differentiation among the inverted repeats may
produce these contrasting, benign results. Which of
these factors or which combination of factors is re-
sponsible for theconcordanceofgene trees in thegreens
and the discordance in the whole data set is open.

How to Explain the Incongruence of Gene Trees?

In an attempt to explain the observed pattern, we
concur with Martin and Schnarrenberger (1997) that
HGT is unlikely. Furthermore, amino acid bias only
weakly influences the phylogenetic pattern. Another
possibility is that genes may differ in their covarion
structure (Lockhart et al. 1998). This is rather diffi-
cult to model. Furthermore, with a strong covarion
structure, gene trees within the green algae and land
plants should be similarly discordant as those in the
whole data set. The existence of the two inverted or
direct repeat units (IRs/DRs) and the fact that
copyediting is imperfect in all but the land plants and
green algae offer a mechanism for repeated gene du-
plication via inclusion of new genes into the IRs or
DRs and subsequent loss or silencing of one or the
other copy. As with all processes amenable to phy-
logenetic analysis, these events would have to occur
at just the right frequency: too high a frequency
would swamp the signal with noise, while too low a
frequency would lead to too few detectable events.
From the stability of gene order and orientation in
the IRs/DRs over long evolutionary times (Turmel
et al. 1999), variability may be within the right order
of magnitude.
Adequate analysis of the possibility of paralogy in

the IRs/DRs requires concurrent analysis of infor-
mation on gene arrangements and amino acid se-
quence. Gene arrangements may also provide further
evidence of phylogenetic relationships. But the most
promising direction toward clarification of chloro-
plast relationships is to increase the data quality, ei-
ther by increasing the number of genes by excluding
the green algae and land plants that have lost many
genes shared among the other taxa or by obtaining
sequence information on new taxa that help to break
up some of the long branches. It is unlikely, however,
that the addition of new taxa will overthrow the
major result of this paper: many chloroplast genes do
not follow the same phylogenetic patterns as the
majority of genes.
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Widespread discordance of gene trees has.been
demonstrated for the lower splits of the tree of life
and explained by HGT (e.g., Doolittle 1999; Woese
2002). In precellular evolution before the ‘‘Darwinian
threshold’’ (Woese 1998), HGT is very likely. Chlo-
roplast evolution, however, seems to have started
after the establishment of cells. Therefore, we think it
is unlikely that HGT causes the observed pattern.
Instead paralogy is a much more likely candidate
mechanism for the observed phenomena.
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